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ABSTRACT 

The proper characterization of an X-ray unit is necessary for the utilization of the source 
as a dosimetry caliiration standard. Upon caiiiration, the X-ray unit can be used for X-ray 
diirations of suney, diagnostic, and reference-class instruments and for X-ray irradiations 
of personnel dosimeters. It was the god of this research to provide the Radiation Caliiration 
Laborato~~ at Oak Ridge National Laboratory with a characterkd research X-ray unit that 
auld be used in reference dosimetry. The energy spectra were characterized by performing 
half value layer measurements and by perf" a spectral analysis. Two spectral 
reconstnrction techniques were investigated and mmpared. One involved using a previously 
determined detector respnse matrix and a backstripping technique. The other fecOIlStNction 
technique was developed for this research using neural computing. A neural network was 
designed and trained to reOOllStruct measured X-ray spectra from data cullected with a high- 
purity germanium spectroscopy spstem, Fm X-ray beams were succeSSfuny characterized and 
found to replicate theANSIN13.11 and the National Institute of Standards Technology X-ray 
beam codes, As a result, these prepared X-ray beams have been used for reference dosimetry. 
It has been shown that a neural network can be used as a spectral recollstNction technique, 
which mntriiutes less error to the lower energy portion of the spectrum than other 
techniques, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Accurate radiation measurements are crucial to the nuclear industry, and they are 
required by regulatory agencies. The development of a calibration laboratory that is acrredited 
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or is approved by the National 
Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program m) is one step of ensuring accurate 
radiation measurements. According to the draft American National standard for 
Dosimetq-Personnel Dosimetry Pe~ormance-Criteria for. Testing (ANSI N13.11-1993), a 
dosimeter testing laboratory must be equipped with an X-ray machine in addition to five other 
&%rated ~~urces? 

If properly caliirated, an X-ray unit can provided a caliiration laboratory with a wide 
range of monoenergetic sources. Upon &irab~ the X-ray unit can be used for X-ray 
&%rations of s m q ,  diagnostic, and referenaxlass instruments and for X-ray irradiations 
of personnel dosimeters. The goal for this thesis research was to prepare the X-ray facility 
in the Radiation Calibration Laboratory (RADCAL) at Oak Ridge National Laborato~ 
(ORNL) for NIST d t a t i o n  and to developed a new spectral analysis technique. 

Although the traditional measures of beam quality, kilovoltage, and half d u e  layer 
@VI,) have become traditional measures for spedjing X-ray beams, these parameters do 
not provide a complete description of the X-ray spectnun. However, it is doubtful that these 
measurements will ever be replaced by a complete detailed spectrum. The spectral analysis 
process is complex, and, in most situations such as m a clinical setting, the amount of 
information provided by the X-ray spectnun is more than is needed2 The additional 
idormation obtained through a spectral analpsis of the RADCAL X-ray beams was desired 
to more prezklymatch the NISTbeam codes. 

Many of the basic properties of X-rags have been known since 1895 when Roentgen first 
announced the existence of this useful type of penetrating radiation. The modern X-ray tube 
is based on the Coolidge tube, designed in 1913 by W.D. Coolidge? The X-ray tube 
components are encased in an evacuated heat-resistant Pyrex glass envelope. The tube is 
placed in a lead-lined housing, which provides protection against excessive leakage radiation. 

The cathode, the electrically negative side of the tube, has two main paas: a filament and 
a focusing cup. The thoria& tungsten fiiament, through thermionic emissions, supplies the 
electrons that are aderated to a target. Tungsten is generally chosen as the 5ment 
material due to its high melting point of 3410°C and tendency against vaporization. One to 
two percent thorium is added to the tungsten to increase the efficiency of thermionic emission 
and the life of the t u k  The filament is &ed to the metal focusing cap. The purpose of the 
focuSing cup is to condense the eledmn beam to a small area of the anode? 
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Tbe anode, the elect&aUy positive side of the tube, has three primaq functions. The 
anode receives electrons emitted by the cathode and conducts them back to the high voltage 
section of the X-ray machine.' The anode, usually fabricated from copper? also serves as a 
thermal conductor. The portion of the anode struckby el- is knawn as the target. The 
optimal material of the target is tungsten (or a tungsten-alloy metal) due to its thermal 
conductivity and high melting point. Additionallyy the high atomic number of 79 promotes 
efficient x-ray ~ u c t i o n . '  

When the electrons emitted from the cathode strike the target, more than 99% of the 
kinetic energy is mnverted to heat and the remaining energy is incvotved in the production of 
X-rays. The mnstant excitation and relaxation of the outer-shell electrons of the tungsten 
target result in the emission of infrared radiation.' The production of heat increases directly 
with increasing tube current and b a t  directfy with kilovoltage. The efficiency of X-ray 
production is independent of curzent but increases with inmasing electron energy provided 
by the electrical potential between the anode and cathode. Two types of radiation result from 
this X-ray production: characteristic and bremsstrahlung radiation. 

When the electron interacts with an inner-shell electron of the target atom, c h m  'c 
radiation results. When a K-shell electron is removed by ionization, the target atom is left in 
a highly unstable state. When one of the orbital electrons m shell L through P falls into the 
vacant K shell, an emission of radiation occu~s, The X-ray has the energy equal to the 
difference of the binding energies of the orbital electrons involved. Characteristic X-rays are 
produced when electrons are ejected from orbits other than the K-sheQ however, the energy 
is insigdhnt compared to the charactens tic X-rays from the K-shell electrons. AU of the 
possible X-rays that are charactens ' t ic of the target material form what is known as the 
discrete spectnm One's awareness of charactens tic X-rays is crucial for spectral and 
for diagnostic radiographs to which K-shell X-rays contribute significantly! 

Bre~~~sstrahlung radiation is produced by the mteraction of an electron with the electric 
field from the nucleus of the target atom. As a d t  of the innuence of the electrid field 
the electron changes its course and loses some of its kinetic energy. The loss m kinetic energy 
is accompanied by X-ray emission. Unlike the discrete energies of characterktic radiation, 
bremsstrahlung radiation is highly nonhomogeneous and can be any energy up to the 
maximum energy of the interacthg electron. The emission spectrum for the bremsstrahhmg 
radiation is known as the continuous X-ray spectnm~ The general shape of a continuous 
spectnun is constant, but the relative position on the energy axis changes. The factors that 
control the relative position and amplitude are the current and electrid potential of the tube 
and the amount of added filtration The greatest number of X-ray photons is emitted with 
energy approximately one third of the maximum photon energy. The number of photons 
emitted decreases rapidly at very low photon energies. The e f k t  that each of these factors 
has on the emissioEl spectrum is descn'bed in the following paragraph. 

A change in the tube current results m a proportionate change in the amplitude of the 
spectrum at each energy intend (Fig. 1.1) (re€ 4). A change in the electrical potential of the 
X-ray tube affects both the amplitude and the position of the spectnrm. When the electrical 
potential is increased, the relative distriiutim of the emitted photons shifts toward higher 
energies, as shown m Fig. 12 (ref. 4). Adding filtration results in an haease in the effective 
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energy of the X-ray beam and a decrease in the intensity since the filtration more effectively 
absorbs the lower energy X - q 4  The end effect of adding more filtration is a more 
penetrating beam (Fig. 13). 

The ideal X-ray spectnun is one of high quality, that is, highly penetrating X-rays. To 
generate the ideal spectrum, filtration is added to remove the low-energy X-rays. Figure 1.4 
shows an unfiltered, normally filtered, and ideally filtered X-ray beamp In an attempt to 
generate a desirable spectrum, two types of filtration are used: inherent and added filtration. 
Fibtion by the beryllium window and components of the X-ray tube is considered to be 
inherent filtration. The inherent filtration often mcreases with age due to the vaporization 
and deposition of the tungsten target and 5 e n t  on the tube window: Added filtration is 
provided by placing additional material in the beam with dimemions that provide a desired 
degree of attenuation. Aluminum is generally chosen because it is efficient in removing low- 
energy X-rays through the photoelectric effect. Alumhum is readily available, Eairly 
hexpemk, and can be easily machined or shaped into filtem4 Copper is another material 
widely used for added filtration. Tim and lead are also used as filters for the higher energy 
beams. 

In the chamctema - titm of X-ray beams the terms X-ray quantity and X-ray quality are 
encountered. The X-ray quantity is simply another term for the X-ray intensity or radiation 
exposure measured in roentgens. This is really just a measure of the number of X-rays m the 
usefzl X-ray beam. Since the intensity of the radiatitm changes with distance from the source, 
measurements are usually given for a certain distance from the anode of the X-ray machine. 
The X-ray quality refers to the penetrability or the effectme energy of the beam. Beams with 
a high penetrability are termed highqdty or hard and those with a low penetrability are 
~f~~toaslowqualityorsoftbeams.'Innamingthebeamcodes,NIsThas~~~letters 
that indicate light (L), mockrate (M), and heavy fjltdon (H) and numbers which are 
equivalent to the constant potential in kilovolts. The X-ray quality is expressed numerically 
by the EM., which is the thickness of added filtration required to reduce the X-ray mtmsity 
to half its original value. Another term used in expressing the beam quality is the 
homogeneity coefficient (HC). The HC is the ratio of the first RVL to the second HVL 
multiplied by 100 (re€ 5). A d u e  for the HC near 100 indicates that the filtration produces 
an appranatately homogexmus beam that is appmximately momenergetic. The simplicity of 
measuring the BVL makes it the method of choice b r  expressing beam quality. 
Measurements of radiation quality are qressed as the HVL of the beam with a Certain 
thickness of filtration and energy. 

13 VARIOUS RECONSKRUCIIONTEQBNIQUES 

Numeroustecbniques~beendevelopedtoreconstructspectra~ma~n~ti~da~ 
Due to the unavailability of a spectroscopy system m many clinical settings, spectral 
reconstnrCtion techniques have been developed to use data that would have been previously 
obtained through parametric description of the beam quality. The Laplace reconstruCtion 
approach fits an attenuation m e  to an anatytical function containing several parametes6 
If the model is correctly chosen, its inverse Laplace transform is a unique data set that 
approximates the origiud s p e c t m x ~ ~  Another approach is the numerical analysis of the 
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transmission data The principle of this method is to iteratively calculate the spectrum with 
some sensl'ble physical Constraints until the calculated transmission data agree with the 
measured ones.' The response matrix comection technique for this research utitizeS a Monte 
Carlo generated response matrix and backstripping to wrrect the spectnun for the detector 
response. This technique is described in detail in sect. 5. 

A spectral reconstruction process using an artificial neural network has been developed 
as an alternative to other spectral reconstruction techniques. A neural network receives input, 
processes that input in a highly connected architecture of nonlinear processing nodes, and 
 produce^ an output'   his spectral reconstruction technique is a noniterative approach, in 
contrast to the numerical analysis and iterative approaches mentioned p ~ w l y .  Additionally 
this technique does not use attenuationmeasurements to reconstruct the spectsum. A n d  
network developed by J. M. Boone produces an energy spectrum from input attenuation 
data.' The neural network developed for the RADCAL work also results in an approximation 
of an energy spectrum, but it accepts as input data attenuated and unattenuated measured 
spectra obtained from measurements with a spectrometry system. 
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The Radiation Caliiration Laboratory (RADCAL) is operated by the Dosimetry 
Applications Research (DOSAR) group of the Health Sciences Research Division at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. The calibration laboratory performs work for research groups at 
ORNL and for private industry. The lab is equipped with several cdiirated sources and 
numerous MST calibrated instruments. All rooms at RADCAL are environmentally 
controued or monitored for humidity, temperature, and pressure. 

The X-ray facility, an important feature of RADCAL, is a low-scatter lead-lined room 
with dimensions of 6.1 x 7.0 x 43 m. The room is equippedwith an adjustable rail system that 
extends to 3 m and is used to position and hold the lead collimators, the lead shielding, and 
the phantom stand. The X-ray source is a 320 kV Pantex X-ray unit with a tungsten target 
and a 3-mm beryllium window encased in lead housing. The range of electron accelerating 
potential availablewith the X-ray unit is ideal for preparing aU of the X-ray beams suggested 
by draft ANSI Nl3.11-1993, as well as many of the NIST beams. A bergllum window with 
a thickness of 3 mm was chosen for this work, in order to duplicate one of the X-ray units 
used at NIST for &%ration purposes. 

The X-ray beam is collimated with a series of half-inch thick, 20- by 2O-cm lead sheets. 
For the HVL measurements, the fbt cohator, with an opening of 9 by 9 cm2, is placed 
0.45 m from the anode. The second collimator, with an opening of 20 by 20 em2, is placed 
15 m from the anode. A diagram of the collimation is found in Fig. 21. The placement of 
these CoIlimators with the apertures as descr i i  fesults in a fully exposed 15- thick, 30- 
by 3O-cmpolymethylmethaiaylatephantomwhosef~~nt faceklocatedat adistanceof 3.17 m 
and centered on the X-ray beam. The wllimation was altered for the spectral analysis, as 
discussed in a later section of this work. 

All of the X-ray beam caliiration measurements were made with an Exradin A-2JA-3 
ionization chamber and with a NIsTcomparable Keithly 617 eleztmmeter. The following 
desuiption was found in brochures h m  Exradin. The A-3 chamber is a spherical air- 
equivalent chamk based on the Shonka-Wyckoff design The chamber is mounted to a low- 
noise triaxial cable. The chamber is constructed entirely of air equivalent conducting plastic, 
with a collecting volume of 3.6 cc and a wall thickness of 0.25 mm and an optional 20 mm 
equilibrium cap. This chamber was originally conceived to serve as a secondary standard 
iustrument. The A-3 chambers are widely used in diagnostic radiology, radiation protection, 
andresearchandarewellsuitedforbeam~i~tio~, qdtyassmmce, anddoseassessment. 
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The RADCAL facility has three A-3 chambers, two of which are NIST-caIibrated for 
several X-ray beams. In order to directly obtain a caliiration factor for each of the X-ray 
beams of interest, the reference A-3 ion chamber w d d  need to be caIiited to more NISI' 
X-ray beams. Additionallyy the calibration factor is a function of the HVL of the X-ray beam. 
Since the HVL changes with every addition of filtration, a method for dculating the 
&%ration factor was necessary to this work The mathematical relationship used for 
determining the calibration factor was made available by T. Heaton, presently of the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA). In his previous position at NBT, he compiled all the 
call'bration factors for all of the A-2 chambers calibrated at NBT. A description of his work 
is found in an unpublished manual titled Sewndury-beZ L a b o r . :  Methodology for a 
Cdibmtim Progmm, h m  which the following information was obtaindg Since the majority 
of these chambers were caliirated to the MlOO beam, the calibration factors for all of the 
other beams were normalized to the value for the MlOO beam. The resulting calibration 
factor is referred to as the relative caliiration factor and is found graphically in Fig. 2.2 (note 
the mathematical relationship also found on the graph). 

Spectrometxywas performed with a high purity germanium (HPGe) planar detector and 
a multichannel analyzer (MCA) system. An EG&G ORTEC Model GLP-1119Os LEPS 
series HPGe planar low energy photon detector was purchased for use in this work, upon the 
recommendation of C Soares of NIS" and T. Fewell of FDA The planar detector has an 
ultra-thin ion implanted boron h n t  contact and a 0.0254 mm beryllium window. The active 
area is 100 mm2with a sensitive depth of IO mm ami a diameter of 11.3 mm. The detector-& 
entrance whdow distance is 7 mm. The guaranteed resolution is 190 eV full width at half 
maximum 0 at 5.9 keV for "Fe and 550 eV FWHM at l22 keV for flCo. These two 
isotopes were used to establish known peaks for the caliibration of the MCA A linear 
relationship was assumed between the energies of the 55Fe and #Co peaks and the channel 
numbers of the peaks. Through changes in amplification the MCA was &%rated to 0-1 kev 
perchannel. 

The majority of the coppez (Cu) and aluminum (A) filters used to make the attenuation 
measurements and the attenuators used in thespectral analysis have a purity of 99.99%. The 
exception are the AI filters, which measure less than 0.05 mm. These have a purity of 995%. 
Tin and lead filters were used for several of the higher energy beams. No significant errors 
are eqxcted due to the use of the slightly lower purity material. However, when taking HVL 
caliiration measurements, the purity of the Al and Cu must be taken into account. Small 
amounts of impurities have been shown to degrade the accuracy of the reconstructed 

For example, AI l lOOy which is an alloy required to contain 99% AI, has been 
found to interfere with an accurate spectral analysi~.'~ The possible contaminants of the 
aluminum 1100 are iron, silicon, coppery and zinc The reason a low percent 
impurityy such as 1%, can cause such i n d e s  is because the atomic numbers of these 
impurities are quite different from that of Al, resdting in different attenuation qualities, Of 
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all these impmities only silicon is close in atomic number to Al. If the exact impurities are 
known, a c o d o n  can be made by taking into accouLlt the mass attenuation coefficient of 
the impurity. A correction for the effects of the impurities is found in Appendix A of Archer 
and Wagner (ref. 10). 

In addition to the purity of the material, the thickness must be accurately measured. 
Although the thickness of each filter was quoted by the manufacturer, all of the filters were 
remeasured with a precise micrometer and bund to differ significantly in thickness from the 
stated measurements. AMitutoyo digital micrometer, with a resolution of 0.001 mmwas used 
to obtain an averaged value from a series of measurements for each of the 2- by 2-in. filters. 
The uncertainty associated with these precisely measured filters is considered to be negligible. 

26 XCOM 

XCOM is a computer program and database prepared by M. J. Berger and J. R Hubbell 
of NISI'. The XCOM program will calculate photon cross sections for scattering, 
photoelectric absorption, and pair production and will determine mass attenuation coefficients 
for any element, compound, or mixture at any energy in the range of 1 keV to 100 GeV. The 
main program consists of various FORTRAN subroutines that, upon requesting the user to 
specify the chemical symbols for the wmpition of the material and the desired energy grid, 
generate coefficients for cubiospline fits. All coefficients used in this research were obtained 
by using XCOM. A graph of the Al attenuation coefl[icients is found in Fig. 23. The program 
is extremely user kkndly, prompting the user for simple requests and preparing a 
straightforward output. 

27 HVL CODE 

The HVLS for the X-ray beams were calculated by using a computer code written by 
ET.  Heaton of FDA The code was designed to be used by secondary-level ionizing 
radiation caliiration laboratories. Through the use of this computer code the laboratories 
gather data in a prescribed manner. The wmputer code includes programs for caliiration 
procedures for several classes of instruments using equipment common to state sector 
laboratories and for quality control of the caliiratkm equipment There are also programs for 
making measurements necessary to determine the various uncertainty components of the 
diiratioa The majority of the code was not relevant to the X-ray beam &%ration at 
RADCAL The appropriate thickness of additional filtration and the accompanying HVL can 
be determined by the portion of this code which calculates a CaJiration factor for an A-3 
chamber as a function of the HVL of the X-ray beam. The database used in d e b  g 
these caliiration factors was obtained from all A-3 chambers caliited at NET, as descn'bed 
previously in this work. AppendixC contains a description of the HVLcode as found in the 
manualcontributedbyT.Heato~S~~Laborafories=Mefhoddogyfota CrJibrrrtiOn 

. .  

A.ogmm? 

The code can be usedtostartthe calculatonswith no added Alfiltrationor the user can 
select a different starting point on the transmrss * ion curve, subtracting the amount of AI at 
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Fig. 2.3- Aluminum attenuation coefficients. 
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that point from the rest of the d u e s  of added AL For each of the starting points a 'hed 
base filter pack is effective& created and the code calculates the HVL and HC for that beam. 
Therefore, the HVL can be calculated for several base iilters from o+ one measurement. 
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3, ra,T,TRRATTCIN OF X-RAYS BEAMS 

The goal of the calibration and characterization of various X-ray beams produced by the 
RADCAL X-ray unit was to meet requirements for a secondary Caliiration Laboratory 
Accreditation by MST. Throughout the preparation process all of the MST criteria for 
accreditation were implemented whenever possible. The MST criteria are provided in full 
detail in NET. publication 812 in parts A and C-2 (ref. 11). The criteria included in this work 
summarize the criteria that are relevant to the development of the procedures for the 
& i t i o n  of X-ray beams for the irradiation of personnel dosimeters. 

The criteria quire there be at least one coI1stsMt-potentiaI X-ray generator available to 
m e r  a range of exposures for protection-level irradiations, with a minimal range of 30 mR 
to 500 R (03 mGy to 4 Gy). Three or more of the NIST beams codes descn'bed in ANSI 
N13.11 and DOE/E€€4W27 must be available for irradiations. The leakage through a closed 
shutter shall be less than 0.1% of the op-shutter rates at the position of the dosimeters, and 
the shutter transit time must be known. 

The X-ray beams must be collimated, and their size limited to an area as specified by the 
irradiation requirements. All dosimeters shouldbe uniformly irradiated with phantom backing, 
using a beam size sufficient to fully irradiate the phantom fixe. A plymethylmethacrylate 
phantom with a minimum surface size of 30 by 30 cm and a thickness of 15 em should be 
supported on a sturdy minimum-scatter support system. The dosimeters should be placed at 
least 5 cm from the edge of the phantom, at a distance of at least 1 m firom the anode of the 
x-ray tube. 

The radiation field should be characterized in terms of exposure rate m the absence of 
the phantom at the location where the center of the front surface of the phantom is placed 
for irradiation, and the contriiution from room scatter radiation should be measured with the 
phantom removed. The scatter should not exceed 5% of the exposure rate at any location 
where a dosimeter would be placed, The X-ray beam emitted from the tube housing should 
be filtered to achieve an appropriate radiation quality far cah'bration purposes, 

Thebeam qualily shouldbe expressed in terms of the HVL and HC. The first HVL and 
the HC for a given beam should be within 5 and 7%, respectively, of the values found m 
Table 1, Characteristics of X-ray Beams, in Sect. B2.6 of NIST Publication 812 Frve of the 
MST beam codes have been chosen as test spectra by the ANSI for dosimeter testing. The 
graphical representations of these five spectra, as found in the ANSI N13.11-1993, were 
reproduced and are found m Fig. 3.1. "he characteristics of the beam codes duplicated for 
this work are presented in Table 3.1. The electron accelerating potential and the additional 
filtration can be adjusted in order to approach the target HVL and HC, as long as the X-ray 
intensity does not vary more than 5% across the useful area of the beam. 
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Table 3.1 C3uuacte&tics of X-ray beams investigated 

Radiation source Conversion factors" 
NISP Added filter (mm) HVLE Hcd Average Deep Shallow Deep Shallow 
beam code energy 
new Al Cu Sn (mmAl) (key old' old' newt newt 
M3W 0.5 0.36 0.64 20 0.40 0.92 0.47 1.04 
MWh 1.51 1.68 0.68 34 1.07 1.30 
S60 2.50 2.79 0.79 36 

s75 1.5 1.86 0.63 39 
MlW 5.0 5.03 0.73 51 

Ml5W 5.0 0.25 10.25 0.89 70 

H15Wh 4.0 4.0 1.51 17.0 1.00 117 

0.98 

0.95 
1.20 

1.38 

1.14 

1.14 

1.30 
1.43 

1.65 
1.92 

1.80 

1.62 
1.78 

1.73 

"For complete definition of conversion factors see ANSI N13.11-1993. 
bNational Institute of Standards and Technology. 
CHalf value layer. 
'Homogeneity coefficient. 
e"O1d" refers to ANSI N13.11-1983. 
f'New" refers to ANSI N13.11-1993. 
Qeam codes chosen for the revised ANSI N13.11-1993. 
'Beam codes not listed in ANSI N13.11-1983. 
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After collimating the X-ray beam as described m Sect. 3, the first parametric 
measurement made was to test for beam uniformity. It was not necessary to measure the 
room scatter or the leakage tbrough the closed shutter. These measurements had been made 
previously and were found to meet the NISI' criteria. An investigation of beam uniformity was 
performed by taking measurements of the M150 beam with an A-3 ion chamber. The chamber 
was placed in positions that varied vertically and horimntally across the phantom stand The 
results of these measurements are found in Fig. 3.2. The NIST criteria were met for this 
measurement since the beam intensity did not vary more than 5%. 

The next step in &%rating an X-ray beam is to evaluate the HVLof abeam that has 
been filtered. The beam used as the example beam for this discussion . istheS75beam.Th.i~ 
is one of the special beams developed by NIST for DOE facilities to use m dosimetry. 
Although the NIST criteria allow the voltage to be altered m order to match the beam d e s ,  
in this work only the filtration was varied. Throughout the collection of the measurements for 
the S75 beam, the target potential was 75 keV. 

A series of attenuation measurements were made by placing different thicknesses of Al 
in the X-ray beam. In addition to a measurement with no added Al, ten different 
combinations of added filtration were used. The filters chosen and the corresponding 
collected data are shown in Table 32. When deciding on which filters to use, the beam under 
investigation and the strength of the signal is considered. If a significant signal can be 
measured, measurements should be made through ten HVLs. Measurements should be 
obtained using several filters with a thickness close to the NIST suggested HVL At least four 
different filter measurements should be made above and below the probable HVL The 
suggestions on which combinations of filters to use were those of T. Heaton. The 
measurements made near the HVL, on which small iterations are made, help to provide more 
data m the region of the HVL and better evaluate the true HVL 

Generally, 10 to 20 1-min data pomts we= obtained for each filter thickness, except for 
the thicker filters where often 30 or more 1-min data points were obtained. The A-3 response 
was m e a s d  by an electrometer and recorded through a computer interface. A computer 
program, which corn& the measurements for temperature and pressure, was used. In 
addition to the environmental corrections made to the collected charge, the data were 
averaged and the coefficient of variation calculated to serve as a check for counting statistics. 
Generally, the percent standard deviation Eor the charge collected was kept below 1%. After 
obtaining an averaged corrected measurement of the charge collected per minute m units of 
couklmb per minute ((%in) for each tiltex, the data were combined m an ASCiI file in the 
appropriate h m a t  to be used as input for the HVL code. 

Heaton's HVL code was used to evaluate a HVL and HC for each different base 
filtration listed in Table 3.3. The percent differences from the NIST HVL and HC for each 
of the base filter combinations were evaluated and then plotted in an attempt to find the 
optimal filter thickness. These results are found on Flg. 33. In choosing the optimal filter 
thickness an attempt is made to keep the percent difference from the NISI' value for both 
the HVL and XC to a minimum. From Fig. 33 it was determined that a base filter of 
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Added aluminum Uncorrected conected Percent 
filtration charge rate charge rate S t a n d a r d  

(-I (-Ib (-Ib deviation 
O.Oo0 6.626 x 6.811 x 0.008 

0.186 

1.038 

1.503 
1.740 

2018 
3.056 

3.426 
5.117 

9.950 

20.141 

4.235 x 10-9 

1% x 10-9 

1390 x 10-9 

1.217 x 10-9 

1.947 x 10" 

8.688 x 
7.794 x lo-" 
5.2# x 10-10 

2.310 x 10-'0 

7332 x lo-" 

4345 x 10-9 

2002 x 10-9 

1 s  x 10-9 

1.427 x 10-9 
i z 3  x 10-9 

8944 x 10-l0 
8023 x 
5.437 x 10-10 

3 1  x 10-rn 

7558 x 11-" 

0.363 

0.199 

0351 

0.167 

0.240 

0.435 

0.361 
0388 

0526 

0.266 

"Half value layer. 
bC3coulomb per xnjnute. 
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Added alumjnnm Resulting Hc6 
filtration ma 
(=) 

O.oO0 

0.186 

1.038 

1.503 

1740 

2.028 

3.056 

3.426 

5.117 

~ -- _ ~ _  

0.75 

0.70 

1.61 

1.99 

219 

244 

3.06 

3.18 

3.92 

0.46 

0.45 

058 

0.61 

0.63 

0.66 

0.71 

0.69 

an 
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Fig. 33. Evaluation of optimal filter thickness for the S75 X-ray beam. 
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134 mm AI would be the most appropriate choice for matching the NIST beam. 

A verification procedure was then used to test whether the 134 mm Al base filtration 
did indeed have an RVL and HCof an S75 beam. Using the 134 mm Al filter as the base 
filtration, another series of attenuation measurements was made. These filter thichesses and 
the oorresponding corrected measurements are found in Table 3.4. Again these data were 
used as input for the HVL code to evaluate an HVL and HC Eor a base filtration of 134 mm 
AI. The results for the S75 beam follow in Table 35. It is important to understand that the 
effect of filter thickness on response of the A-3 ion chamber (as descn'bed in Fig. 2.2) must 
be taken into account. When the attenuation data were plotted and the first HVL evaluated 
from this graph (Fig. 3.4), an HVL of 3.1 mm Al was found for the S75 beam with a base 
filter of 134 mm AI. This is significantly higher than that found when the A-3 response was 
corrected for the effects of the filter. 

The complete p d u r e ,  as d e d i  above, for determining the beam quality was 
performed on four other beams. The results follow in Table 3.6. 
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Base filter: Uncorrected CQKeCted Wfficient 
l34mmAl charge rate charge rate of 

filtration (mm) fchnin)' (-Ia ("/.I 
O.OO0 1.664 x 10-9 1.719 x 10-9 0378 

0.519 1.32 x 10-9 1 s  x 10-9 0.266 

0.703 1.233 x 10-9 1.~74 x 10-9 0.207 

2028 8.002 x lo-" 8272 x 10-l0 05tB 

5.117 4.049 x 10-10 4.185 x 0.354 
7.145 2874 x 10-lo 2971 x 10-10 0.271 

+ variation 
added aluminum 

9.950 1.m x 10-10 l.987 x lo-" 0.152 
~~ 

"coulomb per minute. 
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N"Psuggested Measmedvalues Percentdif€erence 
values fiom NIST 

Base aluminum liltration 1.504 134 
(-1 

(mm) 1.86 1.89 1.61 

HC 63 62 -158 

ONational Institute of standards and Technology. 

CHOmogeneity coefficient. 
Value layer. 
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Tgble 3.6 Resalts of parametric measurements 

I NISP values I Measured values I Percent difference 
for RADCAL~ from NIS'P Average energy 

(kev) Basealuminum HVLO Hcd Basealuminum HVLC Hcd HvLc Hcd 
X-ray beam code 

I filter (mm) (mm) I filtration (mm) (mm) I 
M30 20 0.50 0.36 0.64 0.186 0.368 0.634 2.2 -0.94 

M60 34 1.51 1.68 0.68 1.557 1.69 0.66 0.59 -2.94 

s75 39 1.504 1.86 0.63 1.34 1.89 Oi62 1.61 - 1.58 

MlOO 51 5.0 5.03 0.73 5.117 5.16 0.72 3.2 -0.64 Y 
70 5.06 10.25 0.89 5 . W  10.33 0.86 1.27 -1.05 M150 

aNational Institute of Standards and Technology. 
"Radiation Calibration Laboratory. 
Walf value layer. 
dHomogeneity coefficient, 
e0.25 mm using copper filter. 
f0.233 mm using copper filter. 
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4. DETECTOR RESPONSE MATRIX CORRECTION 
TECHJYIQUE 

The difEculty in obtaining spectral measurements arises from the high count rates that 
are characteristic of these high energy photons. Tfically, the lowering of the count rate is 
achieved through the use of collimators, shielding, and current adjustments. A dead time less 
than 10% was considered acceptable for these measurements. The lead colIimators remained 
in the same position for the spectral measurements as that used for the HVL measurements 
(see Sect. 2.2, Fig. 21). Two hal€-inch lead sheet wllimators with 4- by Pin2 openings were 
placed adjacent to the previously p l d  lead sheet collimators. Of course this altered the 
beam spread on the phantom, but having a fully exposed phantom is not important for the 
spectral analysis. The HPGe planar detector, wrapped with lead sheets, is placed at a 
hohntal distance of about 3.7 m from the X-ray focal point. Lead bricks and a lead pinhole 
collimator were placed around the detector to provide additional shielding- The first seven 
attenuator measurements, 0 to 05 mm Al, were made with a X-ray machine current setting 
of 0.5 mA. An increase in current was necessary for the thicker attenuator measurements in 
order to obtain a significant signal. The current was increased to 5 mA for the 5-mm AI 
measurement and to 20 mA for the 10- and 20-mm Al measurements. 

An accurate X-ray spectrum is necessary in order to fully characterize the X-ray beam. 
Since these spectra were measured experimentally, it was necessary to make appropriate 
corrections to the pulse height distriiution to reconstruct the true incident photon energy 
spectnun. The majority of the distortions occuf because the primary photons are partially 
absorbed or escape completely More being detected. A paper by Seltzer:2 which discusses 
the calculated response of HPGe detectors, and papers by Chan et aLU and Chen et 
which discuss the determination of the response of HPGe from Monte Carlo methods, 
present excellent Overviews of the response of typical germanium detectors used in X-ray 
spectrometxy. The mechanisms that cause the detected energy to be lower than the true 
incident photon energy are the escape of dmactem tic X-rays resulting from photoeledc 
absorption events in the Ge K-shell and the escape of the incident photons scattered to lower 
energies in Compton collisions.12 The probabilities Eor an incident photon to be counted in 
the different energy channels depend on the incident energy, detector dimensions, and the 
irradiation game-. Monte Carlo calculations tabulate the energy response relative to the 
number of incident photons in the following categories: (1) photopeak efficiency, (2) H, or 
& escape kaction, (3) Compton fraction, (4) penetration fraction, and (5) elastic escape 
fi.actioILu 

The photopeak efficiency reflects the relative number of photons that deposit dl of their 
energy in the detector. The photopeak eEciency increases with area and thichess of the 
detector crystal However, for low-energy photons with short mean free paths the photopeak 
efficiency is almost independent of the dimensions of the crystaLu Increasing the thickness 
of the crystal, which reduces the penetration, is much more effective than maeasing the area 
for an improvement of the photopeak ef6ciencg.u 
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The K escape fractions result from the photons that deposit all their energy, except for 
the & or & X-ray of the germanium. The K escape W o n  is app roxhate€y 16% at the K 
edge of germanium, and it decreases to only 1% at 50 keV." K escape is probable only for 
X-rays produced very near a surface, smce in Ge these photons have a mean fiee path of only 
50 pm." These fractions are independent of the detector dimensions and are relatively 
constant among detectors since the majority of the R escape photons originate from a small 
volume close to the crystal's ~urface.~ The probability of K X-ray production close to a 
surface is high for h-energy photons, which are photoelectrically absorbed near the entrance 
face.'* 

The compton fractions result from the photons that deposit only part of their energy by 
inelaSticsCatteringandth~escape.ThecomptOnfrslctiondecreaseswithincreaSingdetector 
area due to the reduction of the photons escaping€iam the side of the detector..u For a given 
areathedetector thickness dependencevarieswiththeincident photon energy. ThecOmpton 
fraction is essentially constant at low energies while it mcreases at medium energies due to 
the reduction in the number of photons scattered in the forward direction. The compton 
-on increases at high energies b e c a ~  the increase in detector thickness reduces the 
penetration fraction, so the number of photons which contriiute to the Compton fraction 
 increase^.^ At energies above 100 keV the Ccnnpton firaction is considered to increase with 
both photon energy and detector tbi~kness>~ 

The petration fraction is dedhed as those photons that pass through the detector 
crysbl with no interaction. The elastic escape W o n  results from photons that undergo 
single or multiple coherent scattering events before escaping the detector.." These elastic 
escape photons can be viewed the same as the penetration hcticm photons, since neither 
deposit their energy. The elastic escape contfibute only a Eew percent of the total when the 
enexgy of the incident x-ray is less than 150 kV.U 

This spectral correction methd performs backstripping on the wllected MCA data. The 
response matrix for the planar HPGe was developed through the Monte Carlo calculations 
pedomed by Chan et al. (re€ 13). Two thorough descriptions of the response matrix are 
found in the workby Chan et al. (re€ 13) and m t h e H a r r c t b o o k o f ~  TumgrqAy 
X-taySpecb.a by Fewell et aL (re€ 15). Each row of the response matrix is the respanse of 
the detector to a monOenergetic photon. The column values m the row gives the probability 
of detecting the monoemergetic photon m each 2 keV interval up to the maximum energy 
interval. The diagonal dues of the response matrix are the values of the photopeak 
efficiencia The sum of the probabilities in each row is the probability that the 
monoenergetic photon will interact with the detector and be registered as a count. 

43 BACBI'RIPPING 

Asurnmanzed description of the backsstripping c o d o n  procedure follows, with a more 
detailed description following in Appendix B. The information was obtaiued in part from the 



appendix of Chan et al. (ref. 13). The amection begins at the highenergy end of the 
spectrum where there are no interactions due to K escape nor compton contributions from 
higher energy photons. The counts in this intend can only be due to the photopeak 
efficiencg of the detector. The true numbex of incident photons at this energy can be 
determined by dividing the counts in this interval by the photopeak efficiency. This true 
number of incident photons at a particular energy is multiplied by the 9, and & escape 
fractions, or by the Compton fraction, to determine the magnitude of the K escape peaks and 
the Compton distribution. The K escape peaks and energy degradation by Coxnpton scattering 
result from the incomplete absorption of the incident photons at a particular energy. These 
photons are not registered against their true energies, but mntriiute instead to the number 
of events registered at lower energies. The K, and & escape peaks and the compton 
continuum are predicted by Monte Carlo analysk and subtracted from the energy region of 
interes~ This wrrection provides the correct number of counts in the region of interest and 
provides Compton and K-pe contriiutions to lower energies. This backstripping is 
repeated for each lower energy in- 

The computer program contn'buted by T. Fewell* performs this bacwppmg procedure. 
The code was designed to accepf data from an MCAcaEirated with each channel equalling 
0.1 keV and bins the data in 2-keV intends. In addition to correcting the spectrum through 
the backstripping procedure, the code normalizes the spectnun for plotting, calculates the 
HVL from the spectrum, and determines the exposure if desired 

The backstripping procedure results in a corrected spectrum with the following two 
features. Fit, in the high energy region the measured pulse height distriiution (PHD) is low 
due to the incompkte absorption of photons by the detector. second, in the low energy 
region the measured PHD is high due to the compton continuum and K escape photon 
contn'butionsrefllltingfrornthehi%herenergym~ent~-~~Theresultsofthiscorrecb 'on 
code can be seen in Fig. 4.1, which shows the efEect of backstripping on the RADCAL M30 
spectnrm, 

*T. FeweU, Food and Drug Administration, personal communication to C M. Johnson, 
January 1993. 
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Fig- 4.1. Comparison of a measured "oncorrected' M30 spectrum to a 
measured corrected M30 spectrum. 
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5.1 DESCRIPTION OF NElwoRg 

The basic approaches used in neural computing are fundamentally different from those 
used in conventional computing. Typically an algorithmic or debased approach is applied 
in conventional computing to the mput problem in search of a solution. In some instances, 
the mathematical relationship does not exist or is unclear, and a %onalgorithmic" process, 
such as neural computing, is a desirable approach to a solution.* 

The software package used for this work was Neuralware Neuralworks Professional 
IiPlus. A back propagation network was created with input, hidden, and output layers, which 
are all interconnected to the succeeding layer. Each processing element or node in the layers 
carries a weight Coefficient, which is determined by presentm - g the network with a series of 
input/output pairs. During learning, information is propagated back through the network to 
adjust the weight coefficients using a learning algorithm. In the case of this error back- 
propagation network, the learning algontbm is the generalized delta rule. A concise 
description of this learning algorithm appears in the appendix of the work of Boone et at 
(ref. 8). The NeuraIWare N d W o r b  software will automatically b d d  a back-propagation 
network upon the request of the user. The user does, however, have to make some important 
decisions before requesting the back-propagation network to be built The number of layers 
and the number of nodes for each layer must be decided upon, as well as the learning rule, 
the initial leaxning coeffiaents, the transfer function, and whether the network should be 
hetero- or auto-dative. 

By choosing hetero-associative, it signifies that the input is expected to be different from 
the desired output and that there is an associated output with the entered mput traiuing d a h  
The hyperbolic tangent is chosen as the transfer function for this work The range of the 
values for the iuput values is -1.0 to 1.0 and -OB to 0.8 for the output values, the default 
range of W'. Due to these ranges, equal weight is given to the low and high end values 
during the multiplication of the output of this function m theweight update equation.16 The 
normaked cumdative delta rule is chosen as the learning rule. As a result, the error is 
r e d d  by the square root of the numbex of presentations, tending to prevent large abrupt 
changes iu the weights.16 

The learnhg rates were chosen by a process of trial and exmr and through looking at 
some descriptions of other networks. Accadhg to the manual Using NWO&:~ having a larger 
learning coefficient at the hidden layer than that for the output layer allows the hidden layer 
to form Teature detectorsm during the initial learning process; these "feature detectors= can 
wntriiute to form more complex %tectoxs- m the output layer. Large learning rates may 
cause large instabilities preventing convergence8 

Figure 5.1 is a diagram of the structure of the neural network The output layer ccmskts 
of 16 nodes corresponding to 16 energy bins (0 to 32 by 2 kev) for the Mu) spectnmL The 
use of 16 procesSing elements m the hidden layer was found to be appropriate for this 
application. The input layer coIlsisfs of 160 processing elements that comespond to each of 
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Fig. 5.1. Structure of the M30 neural network showing the three layers 
and the number of processing nodes in each layer. 
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16 energy bins for each of ten attenuators. A listing of the attenuators is found in Table 5.1. 
Since the detector response is dependent on the energy and the amount of attenuation to the 
X-rays, essentially 160 merent detectors were created by using the series of 10 attenuators 
and analyzhg the spectrum in 2 keV energy intends. 

52 TRAININGDATA 

The optimal training set for the neural network would provide mput/output information 
that cove~s the domain of interest so the network can find a general solution to a s-c 
problem2 Ideally7 the training set would be compcsed of numerous pain of an unattenuated 
and attenuated measured spectnun as the input with the corresponding deteztor-response 
~~itrix-conected measured spectnun of the beam code under investigation as the output. 
These spectra would preferably be measurements of the MST X-ray spectnrm, in this case 
the M30 beam. Since peIforming these actual measurements at NIST was not feasible, the 
spectra for the training set had to be obtained with a computational modeL Draft ANSI 
Nl3.11-1993 contains the new NIST beam codes both in tabular and graphical form as the 
relative number of photons per keV energy bin. Henceforth, the spectra found m the ANSI 
standard will be ref'erred to as the base corrected spectra, h m  which all other training 
spectra are generated. The base corrected spectrum is the %uem spectrum incident on the 
detector. The data found in Draft ANSI N13.11-1993 were organized in 2 lceV energy 
intervals for this work. 

In the preparation of a broad set of training data it is not necessary to replicate the 
actual shape of the NISTM30 spectnua However, the goal of spectral rewmtnxh 'on, to find 
the true eGezt due to attenuation of the spectnun, should be maintained. The generation of 
many corrected spectra for training the neural network iuvolved making perturbations to the 
base corrected M30 spectnun; these pertuhtions are listed in the equations found in 
Table 5.2. After applying these perturbations to each 2 keV energy intend, the ratio of the 
sum of the photons in the NIST base wrrected spectnrm to the sum of the photons m the 
generated spectnrm was found and then multiplied by sum of photons in each intend of the 
generated spectrum This normahtion was applied to all of the genexated spectra The 
generated spectra are the output portion of the training set and are referred to as the 
csorrectedspectra. 

Voltage oscillations were present especialIy m the measurements that required a longer 
wunthg time. Sice a calibrated voltage stabilizer was not available, there was no way to 
correct for these experimentally. In an attempt to generate realistic data that simulated these 
voltage changes, slight changes were made to the energy range of these perturbed spectra- 
The energy range was changed by l.oS,1.0257 and 0.975, covering a new maximum energy 
range of 29.25 to 315 keV. The effect on the NISI' base c o d  spectrum is expressed 
graphically in Fig. 5.2 The NIST base corrected spectnun was fit to these altered energy 
d e s  using a curve fitting routine offered in the Grapher software package by Golden 
Software. These three 'hew" base corrected spectra were then perturbed using the first 
eleven equations found in Table 5 2  and normalized as descn'bed above. These 54 corrected 
spectra Comprise the output portion of the training set and are shown graphically in Figs. 53, 
5.4, and 55. 
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Table5-1.l- atmmamspsedsmthe 

(The attenuaton are in addition 
to the base filtration) 

- 
--spectral- 

2 

3 

4 

5 

0.020 

0.031 

0.049 

0.095 

0.184 

0519 

5.084 

9950 

10 20.086 
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Tabk 5.2 spectra Bsed for the traiping ofthe nemal network 

SP- Equation of training spectra 
identification E = energy interval 

number B=baseNISTsDectrnm 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
22-32 

33-43 

44-54 

Y = B  
Y = B*E 

Y=B/E 

Y = B*exp(-O.Ol*E) . 
Y = B*exp(O.Ol*E) 

Y = B/(exp(O.~*E)-exp(O.Ol*E)) 
Y = B*(exp(O.O2*E)-exp(O.Ol*E)) 
Y = B*exp(-0.02*E) 
Y = B*exp(O.O2*E) 

Y = B/(exp(O.U3*E)exp(O.OO5*E)) 
Y = B*(~~~~(o.@E)-~~~(o.oos*E)) 
Y = Bfexp(-0.005*E) 

Y = B*exp(O.(Xl!5*E) 

Y = B/(exp(O.Cn*E)-earp(O.Ol*E)) 
Y = B+(eq@.O3*E)-srg(O.Ol*E)) 

Y = B*exp(-O.O3*E) 

Y = B*exp(OXB*E) 

Y = B/(exp(O.Ol*E)exp(O.ocls*E)) 
Y = B*(~cp(O.OI*E)-exp(0.005*E)) 
Y = B*eq(-O.M*E) 

Y = B*exp(O.W%) 

Variation of spectra 1-11 
(fit of base spectmm for E*1.05) 

Variation of spectra 1-11 
(fit of base speurum for E*1.025) 

(fit of base suecmm for E*0.975) 
Variation of spectra 1-11 
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Fig- 5.2 Base spectra used to generate additional spectra 
with an altered energy range for the training of the M30 
neural network. 
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Fig. 53. First set of examples of some generated spectra 
used in the training of the neural network. 
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Fig. 5.4, Second set of examples of some 
generated spectra used in the training of the 
neural network. 

ORNL-WG 93-1 1843 

Fig. 5.5. Third set of examples of some 
generated spectra used in the training of the 
neural network. 



Prepamtion of the input portion of the training set was a much more complex process 
than that for the output portion. As mentioned previously, the input is analogous to 
10measured spectra, 1 unattenuated and 9 attenuated, with the designated attenuators. 
Therefore, for every output training spectrum there are 10 associated input spectra These 
10 input spectra were calculated for each of the 54 corrected output spectra. In each case, 
the output spectrum was attenuated by each of the Al attenuators listed in Table 5% 
resulting in one unattenuated corrected spectrum and nine attenuated corrected spectra. A 
graph of these attenuations to the NISI' base corrected spectrum is found in Fig. 5.6. 

The next step in the input preparation process is to "unarrezt" these detector- 
responsematr ixarre  spectra to obtain spectra equivalent to raw MCA data. In essence, 
the detector response had to be calculated out of the corrected spectra This was 
accomplished with a modified backstripping response matrix code, which is explained in 
Sect. 5 and in detail m Appendix B. This modified code permitted the corrections made to 
the initial MCA data to be eliminated (ie., reversed), resulting in spectra characteristic of raw 
MCA data. 

The changes to the backstripping code were tested on MCA data for X-ray beams 
ranging in energy from 30 keV to 100 keV provided by the FDA Figure 5.7 shows an 
example of this "un-corrections process, m which the modEed code has been applied to the 
N B T  M30. All 54 corrected spectra and the associated attenuated spectra were organized 
into the necessary format of input/output pairs as required by the Neuralware software 
Package. 
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Fig. 5.6. The NIST M30 beam attenuated with the series 
of attenuators. 
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Fig. 5.7. Comparison of the NIST M30 to an %ncorrected" spectmm. 
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53 NORMALIZATION 

The mput/output training data must be scaled for the chosen neurodynamic trausfer 
function. In the case of this M30 network, which has an hyperbolic tangent transfer function 
at the output layer, all output data must be between -0.8 and 0.8 The Works software 
package has a simple preprocesSing faciiity available. A brief description of this scaling process 
follows, with a more detailed description following in Appendixk The preprocessing facility 
of M u &  determines the maximum and minimum values for each data field for all the input 
and output data files. The data fields for this network correspond to the 16 energy jntervals. 
The maximum and minimum values are then stored to a table called the MinMax table. The 
range to which the input and output data must be scaled is dependent on the transfer 
function chosen. As part of the testinghecall feature of MdY the result of the network is 
ade-scaleds to realisfic values.16 

The M30 neural network was trained on 50 of the 54 mpdoutput training sets. The 
remaining four training sets were used for testing the trained network since they contained 
data never before entered mto the network After 150yCKNl to 300,000 iterationsy the network 
converged at a tolerance of 0.02 for the root mean square error for all processing nodes in 
the output layer. After this convergence the four remaining training sets were successfuny 
tested in the network, and the root mean square errors were all less than 0.02 

Spectral measurements were made on the M30 beam using the same set of attenuators 
(Table 52) used in calculating the training data. Some of these attenuated M30 spectra can 
be found graphically in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. The ratio of the sum of the photons in the NIST 
base c~rrected spectrum to the sum of the photons in t h e m d  spectnrmwas found and 
then multiplied by each 2 keV interval of the measured spectnrm. This normalization was 
accompliEhed for each of the 10 measured spectra. After the data were organized in the 
necessary format for the Nw& software, they were scaled using the MinMax option of 
NWorkr, The recall option of this software was then used to obtain the corrected spectrum 
resulting from the input measured data. Results follow m Sect. 6. 
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Fig. 5.8. The measured M30 spectrum 
attenuated with five different attenuators. 
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30 

Fig. 5.9. The measured Mu) spectrum 
attenuated with three different attenuators. 
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6. RESULTS AND COMPARISON OF SPECIXAL ANIKYSIS 

A reconstruCtion technique that determines the attenuation of the spectrum with miuimal 
error would be the spectral analysis of choice. In comparing the d t i n g  spectra from the 
response matrix correction procedure and from the neural network to the ideal NIST 
spectrum, Merences can be found in both the low and the high energy portions of the 
spectra (see Fig. 6.1). figure 6.2 emphasizes that the response ma* correction procedure 
adds error to the low energy portion of the spechum, indicating more attenuation is needed 
in order to have the RADCAL M30 match the NISI' M30 beam. The neural network M30 
spectrum illustrates the excess of attenuation. Ideally, all of the M30 spectra in Fig. 6.1 should 
match exactly at the upper energy portion. Since the match is not exact with either C O K ~ O X I  
technique, it is expected that voltage inmx~~ktencies OCcMed while collecting the spectral 
data. The use. of a voltage divider would help to diminish voltage inconsistency. In preparing 
the neural network training data, this voltage mmnsistency problem was addressed by 
attempting to generate training data that were in a range above and below the nominal 
kilovoltage setting. More training data reflecting these voltage fluCtUatom would improve the 
network results. 

An evaluation of the best match of an attenuated M30 spectrum to the NIST M30 can 
be made by stamining the results of the response matrix correction technique. Figure 63 
shows the attenuation of the M30 beam with 0.03 mm Al, and Fig. 6.4 shows the best match 
of an attenuated spectrum with 0.01 mm AL An additional thickness of 0.01 mm AI could be 
added to the base filtration of the M30 beam and additional spectral meas&ents could be 
made using the designated set of attenuatom These data could then be entered mto the 
neural network as before. The expeckd result would be an overly attenuated spectnrm, 
according to the response matrix correction technique results. 

The ideal test for the M30 neural network would be to have the opportunity to actd ly  
take numerous measurements of the NIST M30 spectnrm using the equipment of the 
RADCAL facility, the identical set-up, and the same set of attenuators in the study. These 
data would be used to train the network in the same manner as descn'bed in Sect. 2 
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Fig. 6.1. Comparison of the M30 network spectrum to the M30 
NIST and M30 measured spectra. 
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Fig. 6.2. Comparison of the NlST M30 spectrnm to the response 
matrix cor~ected M30 spectrum. 
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Fig. 6.3. Comparison of M30 NET spectrnm to two measured 
corrected attenuated M30 spectra 

. 
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Fig. 6.4. The best match of an attenuated measured spectrum 

to the NIST M30 spectrum- 
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C0NUUSIONS 

The process of caliiratiug an X-ray beam and d e b  ’ * g the X-ray beam quality 
involves fairly straightfomd techniques. The calibration can be achieved through obtaining 
a series of attenuation measurements, making the proper corrections, and d e t ~ ~  - g the 
HVL and HC. This process was succeSSfully completed for five of the NIST beam codes. The 
X-ray beams have been used to make d i r a t ed  exposures to personnel dosimeters for 
routine &%ration checks and for making exposures m the 1993 Personnel Dosimeter 
Intemmpan’sn Study. 

The spectral feco1IstTucton techniques investigated in this work are not straightforward 
processes, Performing a complete and detailed investigation of the entor and the uncertainty 
immlved with the vafious spectral a n a l p  would be a complex process and is beyond the 
scope of this work. However, it is interesting to note the obvious uncertainties involved with 
the different approaches to a spectral analysis Many of the spectral analysis techniques, 
although not fully investigated in this work, use attenuation measurements to reconstruct the 
spectm As the attenuation to the X-ray beam is increased, a proportionately larger number 
of lower energy X-rays are attenuated out of the spectrum. Larger increases in the thickness 
of the attenuators also decrease the number of higher energy photons that are transmitted. 
The effect of the attenuation on the change in the number of higher energy photons 
transmitted is less than the change for the lower energy photons. The decrease in the change 
of the number of photons collected with increasing thickness lads to an increased uncertainty 
associated with the higher energy portion of the spectnun. 

If one is fortunate to have an appropriate high-purity germanium speztmswpy system, 
a complete spectrum can be obtained with minimal work. Before any detector interactions are 
considered, the uncertainty dived in the MCA data is strictly a function of the nuxxiber of 
counts in the energy bins Since the maximum number of counts is collected in the bin that 
corresponds to the effective energy of the spectrum, the relative uncertainty (CoeBScient of 
variation) would be at a minimum at this point The upper one third of the spectrum, which 
is the portion of the spectrum with the highest nmnbex of photons, would Certainty have a 
lower relative uncertainty than the lower energy portion of the spectrum where fewer counts 
are oollected. The relative uncertainty would also be higher for the extreme high end of the 
spectrum where fewer photons are collected. If one attempts a backstripping procedure on 
the MCA data obtained through the spectroscopy system, the uncertainty is not just a 
function of the number of counts in the energy intend but is also a r d t  of the 
backs~pping procedure, Since the backstrippmg procedure first COH~C~S the counts in the 
higher energy portion of the spectnun and t h a  superimposes the probable corrected number 
of counts to the lower energy intends, the uncertainty is higher at the lower portion of the 
s w  

The uncertainty involved with the recoDstNcted spectrum resulting from the neural 
network is really a oombination of uncertainties from detection, bachtrippmg, and from all 
the uncertainties in the neural analysis hl€ The mcertam tyislowerinthelmerportion 
of the spectrum for the network spectrum than h m  the response matrix backstripped 
spectnun- The uncertainty that is involved with the higher energy portion of the network 
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spectrum results from the lack of training data that properly represeats the voltage 
fluctuations. With further work and additional training data, this spectral analysis technique 
has the potential to become a technique that has a lower associated uncertainty. 

. 
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AppendixA 

DESCRIPTION OF MINMAX SCALING 





The infinmation in the following description is taken from the Reference Grcide of the 
Neuralware Software package. The MinMaK table is a utility (off' by W i )  that 
automatically d e s  the VO data into acceptable speci6ed ranges for the network The 
MinMax table is also used to descale the network values to values for the output. Note that 
the MinMax data residein a file referred to as a set ofrecords, where each record consists 
of a set of numeric fields. 

In a hetero-associative network, each presentation of data is represented by a data record 
consisting of a set of I input fields fonowed by a set of D desired output fields, where I and 
I> are the number of input and output processing elements m the network: 

and 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

with indices coffesponding to those of the data record. For a given index k, m, and & 
correspondtotheminimnmand~~vatuerespectmelythat~couldhave.Theminimlrm 
and maximum (4 and IbQ represent the range for the hear mappmg from data field to 
network procesSing element. The input and output ranges can be denoted by (r13 Rd and (rD 
RD). Let 4 be the network input CMZeSPOI1Cling to the real world value f let d, be the 
network desired output cOrreSpOnding to the real world value fb let 4 be an actual network 
output, and let be the corresponding real world output. The mappiugs from the real world 
to the network are as follows. 
Input: 

Desired output 
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(A-5) 
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On output, the mapping from network output to real world is 

Non-numeric fields and missing fields are mapped 
(0.5 * (RI + rd or 05 * (RD + mi)). 

to the middle of the target range 







The following information was taken in part from the appendix of Chan et al. (re€ 13). 

In order to use the following spectnrm correction procedure the energy resolution of the 
X-ray detector needs to be narrower than the energy intend used in the response matrix. 
The Monte Carlo data are cowerted from percentage values to hctional values and then 
used to create a triangular response matrix R for the HPGe. Each row of R, identifled by the 
subscript i, represents the detector’s response to a monoenergetic photon energy. Each 
column value, identified by a subscript j, tabulates the probability of detecting the 
monoenergetic photon in each 2-keV interval, centered on the even 2-keV values. Since the 
detector resolution is smaller than the 2-keV intend, the diagonal values of R are also 
equivalent to the photopeak efficiency of the detector for each monoenergetic photon energy. 
In summary, a matrix element % tabulates the probability that an mcident monoenergetic 
photon of energy E = 2i keV IS detected in the energy interval between (2j - 1) and 
(2, + 1)keV; therefore, % is equal to the photo+ efficiency at E for i = j and is zero for 
i < j. 

A matrix A is formed that is compatible with R from the experimental spectrum’s pulse 
height distriiution. The experimental data are summed and reduced into 2-keV intervals, 
which are identitled by the subscript n. The energy interpal determines the value of n (which 
is the samevalue as t h e m  indicator i)  of Rso n = i = En. In the development of these 
matrices the 0 to 1 keV intend has been ignored to simplifj formulating the triangular 
response ma* Since there are no data in this interval, the final results are not Sected. 

The correcfion procedure uses R to perform a step-by+tep procedure on the 
~ental&~Thecorrectionstartswiththehighestesergyinterval,At,where kisequal 
tothemaximumvalue of nandis givenbyn, = k = E$& AUcounts m thisinterval result 
hxn the photopeak eSciency of the detector since there is no amtri%ution from the H 
escape or Compton interactions at this high en=. The true count, T, m the kth interval Tk 
c a n b e c a l d ~ a s  

where Rkt is the diagonal matrix value, which has already been shown to be equivalent to the 
photopeak efficiency and occurs when k = i = j. The Tk can be combined with the other 
values in the Bth matrix row to calculate and strip out the counts that this interval has 
contriiuted to all of the lower energy intervals. This is accomplihed by means of the iteration 
P d W  

where the n and j indicators are equal and arevaried simd- from 1 to k - 1 ( k is 
held constant for this ). Upon the completion of this prodme  a matrix A results that has 
been corrected for Compton and R escape mteractions. The lower energies of this new pulse 
height distn’bution can now be corrected by applying a similar p d m :  the i and n values 
a r e r e d d  to k - 1, and then the above operations arerepeated.This procedure is repeated 
until each &value has been replaced by aTvalwU 
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AppendCiiXC 

DESCRTPTION OF TOM HEATON'S HVL CODE 





This information was taken m part from an unpublished manual by Tom Heaton. The 
portion related to this work is included here. 

The computef code assumes that the m d  caliiratkm facton were fit with the 
functional form, which relates the calibration factors to the HVL The relationship of the 
&%ration factors for an A-3 ion chamber as a function of the HVL value is descr i i  by 
equation c-ly 

where the coefficients have the follawing values: 

b,, = 1.036364 
4 = -0.066577, 

& = 0.0338613 , 
b3 = -0-00395484. 

The following calculations are performed to determine the HVL for a given filter thickness. 

1. The transmission curve 0, which is found by attenuating the X-ray beam with a series 
of AI filters, is measured to at least the tenth value layer. A cubic polynomial regression 
analysis is made between the added filter material 0 and the log of transmission to 
detexmine the coefficients p,,, pl, and p3 

I = 8, +PthT + @$I? + $&n3T. (c-2) 

It is assumed that the same value of 6, and $3 can be used to determine the 
transmission CUIve (T) when 1 is hewn 

where 

and where the variables A, 33, and u are descn'bed by equatiox~~ C-5, C-6, and C-7. 

(3$,B, - s3 
3BX 

A =  9 

(2B; - 9BIB,B, + 27(B, - O P 3  
27e; 

B =  Y 

2 For each point with added t.hiclmess 4 dculate the haIftransmisSion of AI or Cu at the 
halftransrmss ion of the point T,O by 
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(c-8) 1 T,(Q = +-f(B@$pB*S&I * 

bo = B, + BlbT,(9 + B 2 b 2 T , 0  + $ 3 h 3 & 0  

m ( O  = &(O - YO - 

3. Use this value of T&) to determine the total added thickness of AI or Cu at the half 
value of the measured point by 

G-9) 

(c-10) 

4. The half-due layer for point i is 

5. Using the relationship of the caliiration factors to HVL and the coefficients fiom above, 
calculate the correction factor for point i h m  

! CF(Q = bo i b,lnEm(r? i b2~RFZ(i9 (c-11) 
6. To determine a new transmission CuNe use a "base" function for the i measured points 

The base can be either the original raw data or the fit function using the original $,, pu 
pz, and pS values. The index o means no added Al point. 

7. Fit the iterated data with a cubic polynomial to determine a new $', @'I, $'= and @'s 
and 

I' = + $ihT' + $$z8T' + &n3T'. (C-13) 

The process is repeated to step 4. 

8. Stop after the chosen number of iterations, three for this work 
For p',=O let fVb ptz, and p; be defined as B, C and D in the following equation 

I = B ZnT + C h?T+ D h 3 T .  (C-15) 
The X-ray beam is generally charactenzed in terms of HVL andHC. Far most beams, 
D/C < 0.1 and is typically zero within the statistical uncertainty of the fit so one could 
reanalyzethetransrmssl - 'on data with ody one term up to In% In this case one can make 
a oneto-one correspondence between (B, C) and (HVL, HC) using the following 
equation 

Z = B k T + C l n 2 T ,  
them 

= ln(05) B + *(OS) C = -h(2) B + G ( 2 )  C , 

QVZ = ln(025)B + h2(02S) C = -21n(2) B + e(2) C , (C-18) 
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(c-19) m = 1 - C 1$(2)/B EC = 
QXL - 1 - 3C h@/B ' 

so 

(C21) 
lDZ*[l/HC - 11 - (QVZ - 2 m )  C =  - 

2 w a  2@@) 
For the more general case with D z 0 one needs three parametes such as half-, quarter-, 
and eight-value layers. The corresponding equations are 

(9QVZ - l8ENz - 2EVZ) B =  
6 W )  

¶ 

In the final linear regression iteration between the added Al and log of transrmssl * -on,the 
value for zero added filter material should be unity to within the calculated uncertainly if all 
the measurements are corn% Libwise, the d c i e n t  Bo m the foUowing equation 

I = B, +@,hT + @#T + B&i3T 9 (c-26) 

should be zero to within its calculated uncertainty. The coefficient 
the feciprocal of the attenuation d c i e n t .  

corresponds to -Up or 

The code can be used to start the calculationswith zero added Alortheuser canselect 
a dBkmnt starting point on the transmission curve and subtract the amount of AI at that 
point from the rest of thevalues of added AI. For each of the staaingpomts a 'hew" base 
filter pack is effectively created, and the code calcuXates the HVL and HC for that beam. 
Based on these values, it also calculates the cOlTeSpOnding B and C, resulting in the RVL for 
several base filters from only one measurement. to the length of the code it is not 
included in this work 

i 
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